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Air-Photo Studies of the Rung-Sat

ba

CHARLES P. WEATHERSPOON AND ALAN E. KRUSINGERa

Several of the questions posed by the Committee on the Effects of
Herbicides in Vietnam regarding mangrove/herbicide relationships are

conceivably amenable to air-photo study. These include the following.

What were the composition and distribution of the mangrove communities

prior to spraying? How sensitive-are the mangroves to herbicide appli-

cation; more specifically, how does damage vary with species, site, and

number of times sprayed? What can we say about the rate, species composi-

tion, extent, and distribution of recovery and recolonization? What has

been the rate, extent, and location of post-spray invasion by nonmangroves

(shrubby and herbaceous species), and what is the effect of this invasion

on reestablishment of mangroves? What-are the extent and nature of

accelerated erosion caused by the spraying? How extensive have been the

salvage operations of woodcutters, and have they had detectable effects

on regeneration and erosion? Some of these questions have been partly.

answered through the previous work of this Committee. and to a limited

*'degree, in the literature. -This report summarizes our efforts to supple-

ment this information through the study of. sequential aerial photography

aDr. Weatherspoon and Mr. Krusinger, consultants to the Committee

on the Effects of Herbicides in Vietnam, were affiliated at the time of
the study with the U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Geographic
Sciences Laboratory, Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060. Dr. Weatherspoont s
current address is: U.S. Forest Service, Kaibab National Vorest, Box 817,
Willlams, Arizona- 86046." Mr. Krusingervis still with thf Geographic
Sciences Laboratory. i - " " " .
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(1958 to January 1973) used in conjunction with observations and ground

photographs made during the December 1972 visits to the Rung-Sat.

Much of this report deals with our analysis of sequential photog-

raphy of Thanh-An Island. In addition, we have compared the January 1971,

1:5000-scale color photography of the Rung-Sat with the color photography

of the same scale taken for the Committee in October 1972 and January

1973, wherever dual coverage was available in the Rung-Sat. This allowed

the detection of smaller changes (e.g., recent regeneration) than would

have been possible with smaller-scale photography, even though the interval

was only bit two years. Also, we made limited observations of areas

elsewhere in the Rung-Sat when required in connection with specific

questions--e.g., the role of Acrostichum, differential erosion between

sprayed and unsprayed areas. We intend to conduct additional sequential

studies of the vicinities of the Drew-Ho site and the new site (KKW site

at Ys044702) visited on December 16, 1972.

Our observations, soil samples, and ground photograhs in the field

were made with the subsequent study of the air photos spec3'icially in mind.

Accordingly, the locations of these activities were chosen to represent the

range of air-photo patterns found in the general areas that were visited, and

each location was marked carefully on the air photo. This allowed us

later to extrapolate these field data on a pattern basis. Using

sequential photography, we then could attempt to reconstruct the pre-spray

vegetation communities and trace the response of these qommunities to~tne

aFor location of the nrew-Ho sites mentioned throughout this report,

see sites 2 and 7 in Figure IV C-5, Part A of the Report of the Effects of
Herbicides in South Vietnam.
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spraying.

As a supplement to this report, we provided the Committee with a

1973 aerial photograph of lower Thanh-An Island and an overlay showing

our reconstruction of the pre-spray vegetation types; aerial and ground

photographic documentation is available where appropriate to support

any portions of this study to be incorporated into the final report.a

DISTRIBUTION OF PRE-SPRAY MANGROVE C UNITIES ON TUANH-AN ISLADTD

In trying to reconstruct the vegetation of Thanh-An Island, we

began by reviewing field notes and ground photos to determine species

J " composition (from living plants or identifiable remains) at known locations.

' We extrapolated these data elsewhere on the basis of (1) air-photo

patterns; (2) known site preferences of genera obtained from Committee

membefs, the air photos themselves, and the literature; and (3) known

..herbidide sensitivities, used in conjunction with the sequential photog-

rapby.. Thekdifferent sets of photography comprising the sequential

coverage were useful in delineating type boundaries, since for various

reasons certain sets emphasized certain vegetation types more than others.

In the dieg usipn that follows, only those genera for which specific

fi,.d evidence.wvas found are mentioned. Undoubtedly, therefore, some genera

occurring in the pre-spray condition are excluded. We feel, however, that

the major'components of the various types are considered.

It is well known that elevation and the associated frequency and

duration of tidal inundation are of major importance in the distribution

of the mangrove types. Thus, relative elevation (quantitative elevation

aThe materials are in the office files of the NAS/NRC Committee

on the Effects of-Ierbicides in Vietnam.
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data are not available for Thanh-An Island) is the significant independent

variable in the generalized profile of reconstructed vegetation types

shown in Figure 1 and in the remainder of the discussion in this section.

The "foot" of Thanh-An Island (a WNW-ESE belt l - to 2 km across

the southern end of the island) appears to be composed of more recent

alluvium and to have a lower average elevation than the rest of the

island. This observation is supported by its greater drainage density,

higher percentage of inundation at high tides, change in vegetation to

a distinctive dark-toned type (pre-spray), and apparently continuing

active accretion. Numerous large trees occurred along and near the

stream banks in this "foot." Observations of the stump remnants of some

of these trees near Teas site 2a indicated that they were Sonneratia. From

the similarity of photo pattern and site (fresher allvvium more favorable

to Sonneratia?) and the fact that sequential photography shows those

trees to be killed by a single spray application (Sonneratia considered

one of the more sensitive genera), we conclude that most of the large

stream-bank trees in the "foot" and in other low areas on the island were

also Sonneratia. Other stream-bank trees, generally smaller and perhaps

occurring somewhat higher on the banks than the Sonneratia, were not

killed by a single spray, and many of these are still living. We are

confident that most of these ara Avicennia, and have based this conclusion

on direct observation in the field and extrapolation to other locations

aFor location uf thc Teas sites mcntiuncd Lhroughout thiz report,

see site 4 in Figure IV C-5, Part A of the Report on the Effects of

Herbicides in South Vietitm.
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using the similarity of photo pattern to that of known Avicennia trees,

as well as on their apparently greater resistance to spray. In parts of

the island where average stream-bank elevations are higher, the evidence

suggests an increase in the ratio of Avicennia to Sonneratia.

Most of the finer-textured, dark-toned trees in the Thanh-An "foot"

were probably Rhizophora. This pattern could be correlated with dense

Rhizophora remains in some locations, particularly at Teas site 2. The

pattern also is similar to that of Rhizophora observed elsewhere. The

site characteristlcs--low to medium elevations, frequent flushing by the

tides, relatively fresh alluvium--are consistent with the occurrence of

Rhizophora. Furthermore, these trees were killed by a single spray, again

compatible with a Rhizophora interpretation. In the field we found

Xylocarpus remains in with the Rzohora remains, suggesting an associa-

tion of these two genera (also indicated in Vu-Van-Cuong 1964). Other'

genera also are probably associated with Rhizophora in this area, but we

found no specific ground evidence of them.

The E41lora type extends from the Sonneratia-Avicennia of the

bank margiis Ptross the frequently-inundated tidal flats and onto the lower

slopes of the older, higher alluvium. Here it begins to become mixed with

! os and occasionally with some Excoecaria. A little higher the Rhizophora

stcps and a relatively narrow band of almost pure Cerlo)ps is found. The

identity of the Coriops and Excoecaria in this zone was verified by field

inspection. The apparent tolerance of these two genera to at least one

spray applicat4 _,a (discussed later) hells in distinguishing them from

Rhizoggra. This per-istence after one spray also indicates th, t Cerio

is probably more abundant than Rhizophora in some of the higher tidal ±'laL.

... . ...6 . " '- .. " ' " ..
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areas found north of the "foot" on Thanh-An Island.

The Ceriops band gives way at higher elevations to a zone of

practically pure Phoenix. The Phoenix type usually has rather sharp

boundaries, perhaps suggesting relatively narrow tolerance limits with

respect to elevation. This zone has a very characteristic air-photo

pattern: on panchromatic photos it displays the lightest tone of any of

the mangrove types (a distinctive gray-green on color photos) and, as

suggested earlier, typically occurs within fairly distinct boundaries.

Even areas in which Phoenix has been destroyed have a distinctive pock-

£-

marked air-photo pattern. Mature stands of Phoenix often have completely

closed canopies. Where the canopy is more open, however, as may be the

case along the stand boundaries, a dense understory of Ceriops colmmonly

deveIops; Excoecari may be mixed in as well, uslially along the upper

margin of the Phoenix.

To a lesser extent, Phoenix also is found to be fairly dense alotg

the banks of a minority of the streams of Thanh-An Island. These tend he

be the streams that are relatively deeply incised into the higher areas

and that may have significant natural levees alonS their mar(Sins, as con-

5I.trasted with those occurring in lower areas, whose banks have less relief'

,, and whose headwaters diverge into broad, shallow fans. The banks of the

former type of streams evidently are high enough to support Phoenix. Once

established, the palms appear to accumulate soil around their bases,

thereby further elevating and improvin g their site.

Above the Phoenix zone the dom ant genus is Cz'io1. Extonsive

areas of high, dry ground on Thanh-An Island, particularly inland from

V . . " i. 3 . .akid 5, c .by dacnfv rvP -j tb.eketm. (" .n,



appears to remain dominant up to the highest sites, where it becomes

--rnewhat sparser and shorter. Excoecaria frequently occurs fairly densely

along with Ceriops in a band just above the Phoenix zone, and then becomes

i ess abundant at the higher elevations. Both Ceriops and Excoecaria de-

crease in height with increasing elevation. In some areas one or both

of the Phoenix and Ceriops-Excoecaria bands may be missing; in the latter

case a continuity between the lower and upper Ceriors types results.

Evidently Ceriops tolerates a wide range of conditions. Perhaps these

lower and upper Cerops types represent two different species (. t!Mal

and C. decandra), a possibility that we unfortunately did not check in

the field.

HERBlICIDE SENSITIVITIES AND$ RECOVEMY OF MAIGROVES

The iise of' variously-duted photography was of particular importance

in this part of the study. Specific trees and groups of trees were followed

through the seqiaetice of sprayings to try -to determine the dosage required

for damage/recovery and that for complete kill. Reconstruction of the exact

secmv-nce of herbicide applications in this heavily-sprayed area was not

particularly straightforward; neverthel~ess* we feel something wsel~tl can

be said about hrAienniiii~

It was stated earlier that both Sonneratia ard )1hizop!Lors wore

killed by a single spray Appliqatiotn. Itn i1&-, tio obdervatiot 'Was used

te) sme extent as a diagnostic tool for identifying these g(-nera. (A bit

of circular reasoning may be involved here,. but'takeii with other evidende

regarding the identity and herbicide sensitivity of these6 genera,, 'e fee

our conclu-sionis are so'utd.) To our knowledge, no survivors of SoneratiA



or Rhizophora were observed on Thanh-An Island.

Based on our air-photo studies, we concur with the view that

Avicennia is the most hrbicide-resistant of the mangroves in this area.

Several Avicennia survived the multiple spraying (at least two doses,

probably more) on the west coast of Thanh-An Island. The percentage of

survivors is difficult to estimate, since Avicennia trees are not

sufficiently distinctive on the pre-spray panchromaac, photographs to

permit their reliable identification. It should be noted that most of

the Avicennia survivors were among the wmaller of the large stream-hank

trees. Whether this means that the smaller (younger?) Avicennin individuals

for some riason were more resistant or that the larger trek.; were not

Avicoitnio ($onnerntin perhaps?4), we do not knovw. Another obuervation

regardtia Aviconnip survival is in order. It hfta beqn suggested that thQ

survival of- Avinii isz enhanced by proximity to atroams. 111.0 is a

* 4wXeonable sacuaption given the fact that the great Majerity of Aieii

survivors are in fact rond nnar strea. Uovever, careu tadyOf the

photos has. led us to: conelud0 that this la tho c~A-v tat because thqat
ar &e the site- occupiod by Av. .m, to b. wih , i.e, th avert,.e

ptndimity to strew or thwni* anivorzi 4oes not ape5? W~i be sirlnif$ Gant-V
* ~difforent frm that of the 1arge streaa-bank tr-eis(nldgAv ni)

in the pre-s2pray condition.

Wani appeatrs to stofr subAtantial dnzage, inc-ldin} dcestn..tiou

kof Muth. of the Upper. crowi, fo o cpr~iy, but thea srvival rate id hi4h.

lite yattemn anud rate of regrowth ah4ao aboWat ve$$iily that LIds re t-Icovery of damaged individuals rather than recolonktation by new Jitzedltgs.

Mt a T e&Lea majority of' -the flmonh* ost Thaahi-An 141%AM, abd probalU though.

-N.,~ ~N
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out the sprayed portion of the Rung-Sat, appears to be survivors rather

than new regeneration. A second dose, on the other hand, evidently

causes heavy mortality. The result is pronounced linear edges of sur-

wving Phoenix stands in several areas, corresponding to the boundary

between one and two sprty applications. By contrast, these edges are

rarely seen with Avicennia, presumably because of its greater herbicide

resistance and because on Thanh-An Island it normally does not occur in

in extensive, continuous stands in the pre-spray condition.

We obtained some limited evidence that Phoerix survival may be

better on stream-bank sites (described earlier) than on the medium eleva-

tion inland sites. Phuciuix stands on two such sites were studied. Al

tr+.ea were killed back ui e stiially to the groxud by a tond spray appli-

ntion. Thei inland grouip die, while the stream-b ak atanu reeovarud

( ghtly mrc faivorabloiite?)

Av lltO obsoenaio encqrning survival of Pwoenix seeligsva

rf4d ez int the vif'inity O-f t"es dite Anl f~ Vo dnse dno Of rhozenix

tiho mtii the~4i lvatio %ro#.s nier this sqit prior to 4sp,-%L$'tl The

ftltal 'Stcing *100% the %oest r#t coast of the islatt- ouawots 4 dtatroyud

th' s : ,. ight bo vqetod, cud no vioilq r enenation .tn .0oOt

- , .ttlhd- here. .. o v r, tolay th ro. are .. ... b. . or ... , i . .. . , ..

-at t theg loviir lvsi nt narer thie stroAm. 0441y euouehO, vtery fey

if ;Ar$y Mstnre I*n ind ivi-duaLj could b on ih thin latter area on

t pre.'spnay photography. These YounW,~ i are visible a very =All

viaottn On 196zoor'rh (after aost of 'the overstors trees haa Woen

kil641), so tey proltebly uoter altrady ectablikAed ad Ieediiga vhen

apisying ocatnoed. Mtahpa they Swrvived becaue of' ieldiNg from

XA0



spray by the overstory canopy, or maybe the seedlings for some reason

have a greater natural resistance to herbicide than the mature palms.

But one also would expect seedling establishment, presumably in much

greeter numbers, within the main Phoenix zone. Why, then, are there no

young Phoenix survivors there? Perhaps the lower site was significantly

more favorable for seedling survival after the microenvironment-moderating

influence of the oversbory canopy had been r -oved. Maybe greater

flushing of herbicide by the tides in the lower area was a factor.

On the basis of these observations, it may be postulated that

proximity to streams (or Derhaps simply elevation) is a significant

factor in Phoenix survival and recovery, even thougn it does not appear

to be applicable in the case of Avicennia.

Ceriops and Excoecaria seem to have roughly the same sensitivity

range as Phoenix, i.e., they survive on on dose (with the exception noted

below), but are usually killed by a second or third application. The

pronounced spray-related lineations mentioned earlier in the case of

Phoenix are common also for Ceriops and Lxcoecaria. Where Ceriops occurs

. as an understory o. incompletely closed Phoenix canopies, survival may be

.extended because of partial ove.head shelter from the herbicide. As

indicated for Phoenix, practically all the Ceriops and Excoecaria trees

visible on current air photos are almost certainly survivors rather than

new seedlings, despite the small stature of much of the Ceriops (1.0-1.5 m).

The growth form of* these trees is not typical of recent seedlings, and few--if

any--new, '.iving seedlings were observed adjacent to surviving stands on the

higher inland sites. Furthermore, the continuous existence of these stands

could he followed on the sequential photography.

U',



A notable exception to the survival of one spray application by

Ceriops is found on the highest sites on Thanh-An Island. Here the trees

are sparser and somewhat shorter, and one spray produces virtually complete

kill. Thus, after one spray, denuded summit areas appear as islands within

otherwise vegetated terrain. Apparently these sites are so marginal for

normal survival and growth of Ceriops that the trees cannot tolerate the

additional stress of herbicide application. There is some evidence of

preferential pre-spray harvesting of trees on these highest sites (perhaps

denser wood better for charcoal?), but the extent and rapidity of destruc-

tion in these areas following spraying indicates that woodcutters are not

Athe major factor in this situation.

MANGROVE RECOLONIZATION

In general, the air photos have not proved very useful in studying

recolonization. Most of the seedlings are too small to be resolved on our

1:5000-scale photography. The poor resolution of the new Committee photog-

raphy (October 1972 and January 1973) presents particular difficulties in

this regard. To emphasize the appearance of any new vegetation, we compared

large-scale (1:5000) color photography taken in January 1971 and October

1972/January 1973 over the areas in the Rung-Sat covered by both sets. A

greater time span probably would have been preferable, but was not available

at this scale. Of all the locations checked, only one area--portions of

the east bank of the Song-Dong-Tranh north of Dong-Hoa--showed unmistakable

signs of new tree seedlings over this two-year interval. These seedlings

occurred on fresh mid banks, evidently a quite favorable site for rapid

colonization and growth of pioneer species. (This may support the idea,

12
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incidently, that site quality differences--e.g., freshness of alluvium,

elevation--as well as seed supply are quite important in the observed

differences in rate of recolonization between the Rung-Sat and the Ca-Mau.)

Very marginal indications of an 4ncrease in "green stuff" on a few stream

levees were the only other possible air-photo evidence of mangrove recoloni-

zation during this interval. Many very small trees could be seen, but

these were invariably visible two years earlier, and tracing them back

further on small-scale panchromatic photos generally was not feasible.

We searched for new seedlings within and. along the margins of surviving

stands or clumps of trees (including Avicennia, Phoenix, Ceriops, Excoecaria),

and always found that, while height and crown size of individual trees

might increase to some extent over two years, no new trees could. be seen.

The general location and composition of mangrove reproduction

observed on the ground has been noted by others in the course of the

Committee's study, so it is not necessary to discuss that here. a

DISTRIBUTION AND COLONIZATION OF SHRUBBY AND HERBACEOUS SPECIES

The nonmangrove of greatest interest to the Committee has been the

fern Acrostichum. We hope to do more detailed studies of the fern in the

course of sequential analyses of the Drew-Ho sites and the new (KKW) site.

However, we have made some preliminary air-photo observations.

Acrostichum presently ocaurs on somewhat elevated sites in the

aSee Ross, P. The effects of herbicides on the mangrove of South

Vietnam, Part B of the Report on the Effects df Herbicides in South Vietnam.

2.3
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middle and upper Rung-Sat. It is found both on natural levees and in the

upper elevations of interior areas. Fom a preliminary attempt to recon-

struct the role of Acrostichum in the pre-spray mangrove, it appears that

the fern normally occupies an understory position. In the inland sites,

it is associated closely with former or remnant Phoenix. The present

boundaries of these inland Acrostichum stands correspond remarkably well

with those of earlier Phoenix stands as observed on pre-srray photographs.

This postulated understory position is supported by the partial destruction

by spraying of the Phoenix canopy in some places, thereby revealing a

dense lower stratum of Acrostichum immediately adjacent to the remnant edge.

Also, Acrostichum often can be seen through incompletely closed Phoenix

canopies. Where the fern occurs on levees along streams, its overstory

appears to have been more variable--sometimes Phoenix, sometime other

species as yet unidentified.

The boundaries of Acrostichum stands typically are fairly sharp and

often closely related to elevation contours, perhaps reflecting critical

lower elevational limits. Evidently its upper elevational limits are

higher than those of Phoenix, since in a few cases Acrostichum appears to

have occurred without an overstory in summit areas above the Phoenix zone.

This is somewhat reminiscent of the position of Ceriops in the more saline

lower Rung-Sat. There is some evidence that uncovered Acrostichum may have

occupied part of the very dry, high portion of the KKW site near Drew-Ho

site 1. This is an area which, once denuded, may become hostile to any

natural recolonization for a considerable time.

Post-spray Acrostichum stands are often nearly pure. Sometimes,

however, the fern is mixed with a few Phoenix palms or other trees, and

14 "
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sometimes it adjoins or associates with species such as Azima, Wedelia,

and Pluchea. A few kilometers south of Drew-Ho site 1, the range of

Acrostichum overlaps with that of Ceriops. Currently these two occupy

quite similar sites in this region, often growing side by side, except

that Ceriops is seldom found along stream banks. Acrostichum was observed

sometimes as an understory of Ceriops, which in turn occasionally grew

beneath anapen Phoenix canopy. There appear to be many interesting

relationships here which time has not allowed us to pursue.

Acrostichum on Thanh-An Island is very limited. We found only

scattered individuals around the bases of a few elevated ridges (remnants

of old forts or kilns?).

Evidence of Acrostichum regeneration was sought on the two sets of

color photography along with that of tree regeneration. In most cases, a

small increase in height and crown size of individuals or clumps was the

extent of the detectable change over the two-year interval. However, at

a few locations, some newly visible individuals or clumps of the fern

were observed. In every case (except as noted below), though, one got the

impression of a "filling in" of an already-existing stand (probably there

prior to spraying) rather than an extension of the boundary of the stand.

In one instance, Acrostichm coverage increases substantially in two years,

apparently invading a new area. But a closer look showed that the extent

of the "new" stand was neatly defined by the boundary of an earlier

Phoenix stand. This, together with the rapid rate of "invasion," suggests

that after the Phoenix overstory had been removed, the Acrostichum was

further sprayed enough to destroy the tops of the plants, then later

resprouted from the surviving bases. In any, event, our air-photo study

15
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corroborates ground observations by the Committee that Acro.stichum i.s not

rapidly invading vast areas of denuded land.

Since we have not yet conducted detailed sequential studies in areas

occupied by the fern, we cannot say much about its apparent herbicide

sensitivity. It does persist, however, in river-bank zones sprayed at

least twice. Because of its original understory status, it was probably

little damaged by a first herbicide application. There is some evidence

that it was damaged more in the higher summit areas, a situation similar.

to that of Cerio on Thanh-An Island. In some cases this may have been

dve to the fern's uncovered position on some of these sites in the pre-

spray forest.

Similarly, we can say little about the role of Acrostichum in

mangrove succession. It does appear, however, that because it grows only

on higher sites, the fern should not interfere with (or aid) recolonization

by lower elevation mangroves such as Rhizophora.

The AzmWeielia/Pluchea association is almost entirely restricted

to elevated stream banks. it does not normally occur on inland sites of

comparable elevation. On Thanh-An Island, however, a few small patches of

Azma and Wedelia were observed on the high, apparently artificial ridges

to which we referred earlier. We have not looked at this association

enough to be able to say anything about its probable role in the pre-spray

forest. With respect to herbicide sensitivity, we can only say that, like

Acrosihm it does persist in zones that have been sprayed at least

twice. We have not seen any air-photo evidence of colonization by new

,plants or (lumps of Azima or Wedelia since January 1971.

Pappalum and other grasses and sedges also tend to favor stream-bank



sites, althofugh.they occupy substantially broader zones than Azima

and Wedelia.* Paspalum patches are rather limited on Th~nh-An Island. In

the middle Rung-Sat they become more.extensive, and in the upper Rung-Sat

herbaceousi vegetation has covered a large portion of the bare soil 'areas.

*Pa-,palm appears-to have lower elevational limits that may restrict its

invasion into the -txp'tensive depressed areas around the headwaters of

streams. In additi.on,. its invasion of high, dry areas undoubtedly will

be slow. However, thre is ai-photo evidence of considerable colonization

by Paspalum on favor'able,,.sites in the middle Thung-Sat since January 1971.

Effects of Pagpluoon-tia-Igve succession (filtering of seedlings, etc.)

proabl ca beevai~aed'byeteron heground than from air photos at

this stage, and such obsez'vations have been summarized by others.

._ F'FECTS OF WOODCUTTERS

In most areas of tn Rung-Sat that we have observed on air photos,

salvage of dead trees has 'been-quite complete. In a few locations, however,

notably along the Song-Dong,~franh) extensive areas of standing dead trees

still exist. 'Perhaps thls is.6owing to poor security. We did note that

much of the debris (terhnst&,ding trees) evident on the January

*19171 photography "&a si'hze,,!ee removed, either by woodcutters or the

*tides. We have no \basis for remarking on possible effects of salvage

activities on~ether ragenwration or erosion.

aoL £SOIL~ RIATIONSHIPS

Spall-si&zed slawmplesv-ere taken in the lower and middle Rung-

Sat as ahi activity of secondary importance. Because we had little time

17



in the field, primary attention was given to identifying vegetation

species and locating them on air photos. Consequently, an insufficient

number of samples was available for a statistically sound study or for

more than a rough idea of relationships. Soils were given engineering

tests for specific gravity, grain size distribution by hydrometer analysis,

and Atterberg Limits. These were perfor-med on baked specimens. Summaries

of the results of these tests are shown in Figures 2 through 5.

Oven drying at port of entry into the United States affected the

results so that liquid limits and plasticity indices have been lowered

appreciably, especially the plasticity indices. Specific gravities were

generally low (around 2.2), and this caused grain size curves to shift

upward toward a finer gra.,, distribution. All samples were treated

equally, however, and relative relationships should still. be intact.

Plasticity indices ranged from 4 to 22 and liquid limits ranged from

48 to 82.

On the basis of the Unified Soil Classification System, all of the

samples are classified as OH, organic clay and silt of medium to high

plasticity, meaning they are plastic over a wide range of moisture

contents. They are highly compressible and they are practically impervious.

The sites having the highest sand content and being the most coarse-

grained are along the shore of Thanh-An Island, closest to the sea. Marine

deposition of silt and sand appears to be present on the seaward portion of

the Ing-Sat.

Distribution of soils in this rivei delta environment is random.

The flowing water sorted particles by size, but deposition was random as

stream courses meandered from side to side and channels were out off and
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changed. Thus, original soil profiles were different from place to place

and bore little relation to present topography.

Data from two samples (46 and 27) indicated that the texture of the

highest spots was relatively fine and may have resulted frum the loss of

the more erosive silt-size particles. Intermediate and lower elevations

were both coarse-grained (more silt)--such as samples 24, 25, 29, and 33--

and fine-grained (more clay)--such as samples 26, 36, 38, and 48. This

indicates that the vegetation of the area is more dependent on topographic

position or some other factor than on the soil properties tested for here,

which were texture, plasticity, and compressibility.

EFFECTS OF SIN~G ONl SOIL BROSION
I

6 * The question ot the extent of accelerated -soil erosion can beI . answered only in a general mannw. The anawers -are based on ground obcer-

vationa of' exposed rootsa and on spatial arrangements and tones of featura

-n air photos. No direct zeasurement orosion was posuible On air Phowo;,

1and shoareline cmarisoaia could not be Made becaudse Of'the mtte ettange

in the water/land boundary broWht_ about bVy tOw tidal aycle.. a ~vrtical
Sditane of-about 3 o.

Gtround obseW&atio on Tanih-An Island #AkW4A ol cable root. dsteia

which were once buied, nov eposed about Zi in. ua on w idilaad tidal flats,

I ad Ceris, stxvas with the bottom& sides ot once-buried -roots now elevated

-about 1 in. on high,. dry, Seldln-waezed areas. Grata cla±zps woft otnatrved

on CoiuW&a about 34 In. above tesurroaumdin~ bare o 50 4*1 . onjg stusp4t

were charcterized by rin-thape bou d of s-il, ULt up'arund the

rots, that wee obvious remnants. of a previnus soil level, hel in plate
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by the Phoenix roots. These are the most positive evidences of accelerated

erosion.

The extensive inland tidal flats at the headwaters of many streams

have been cited as evidence of accelerated erosion caused by the spraying.

In studying sequential photography, however, we have observed that these

same tidal areas were present ?rior to spraying. They are less pronounced

on. the pre-spray photography simply because much of their upr reaches

was covered with vegetation, which was mostly removed by spraying. In an

attempt to assess any cha.ge in the size of these areas since spraying, we

compared 1966 photography (in areas where the trees alreadq had been

destiyed by herbicide application) with coverage of later dates. It soon

1eecam apparont that tide level critically affects th! appare t extent of

the tidlflas, .nking rigorous evaluations at 3aflaoe virtually

imporiblej. llowevtni thet Suneiti form and extent of* the wCl016a 4ppemr

to have rftmaiiced substantiAfly unehangd. A3 indicatod Qarlier, there h##

3been sotise (probably aeolersted) cheet erooion that haa lewered the ever-

Uafi sutce to 44W#. extent, bitt ovidently there ha Ween Wt tOrAUtkb

inereaue iii heatvai4 erodion of' the inlenid tial drea. This in a partt4

by a fWew ua obsat on* 'in a 'Ch arnta 1 f n thk te oos f re

e~*p ttepriplwrles or th# tluts a"t espoeL- oily. a-'s-hy or .not a

Teanideof oosaiot u~iaub tly variei yi'h ladatio 1W. ,

tion ofr aeveral ttcctra, ine-ludiA tf W t tareW (*at* eroaion* occurs' in

dlreas Vth ahtghear vftportion o atalt*. e.,0 Val $1,O2.. elevaU Lon, dirtance.

*ilud(less erosion otouas ih aftan trrtwr Wiad, e.g., calple 1)4 n

the czout at reaainin4 VogetatA Ur vegetatio raiiats.
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Another possible air-photo approach to the problem of erosion ipa

the comparison of water turbidity in sprayed and unsprayed areas. The

>/ evidence is limited and not too consistent. Examination of recent small-

scale color photography of the Rung-Sat does seemn to o'w greeter tur-

bidity in the channels of the sprayed western portion of the Ruang-Sat.-

than in those of the unsprayed eastern portion. Of course., ve hf.ve- no way,

of making quantitative estimates of erosiou iffrne froii tis- infor-

mation. In the Ca-Mau, on the other hand'. no sueh differences were observed

between sprayed and unsprayed areas. H~ere agafti, the idal stagei i s-

probably quite important in affecting the usufulness of thi s tchn ique.
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